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A message from
the wildlands
What are the outer lines of a market territory? Some auction
houses have been around for three hundred years, institutions
representing a cultural heritage whose future now lies in the
hands of a new generation of consumers, where accessibility
and transparency are the keys to success. It’s the absolute opposite of the auction world we have known.
The auctions industry has traditionally been seen as a defined market space, but
today’s consumer views it very differently. To new buyers it is all about market
access and brand trust. Their view of the market removes yesterday’s barriers
between dealers and auction houses, putting them together with everyday retail
and big brands so that they all compete for the same consumers alike.
The consumer has adapted, now it is
the industry’s turn. Imagine if everyone
who buys things for the home automatically considered dealers and auctions as an alternative to retail; not only
would it mean access to unique pieces
but also a sustainable and more thrilling way of shopping. This vision is within
the industry’s grasp. It is time to reach
out and grab this opportunity now and
show everyone that our industry can
serve the mass market.
Enjoy Barnebys’ first business report.
Christopher Barnekow
Founder and CEO
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Summary of principal
findings
• The online revolution means consumers have massively expanded the market
- lower and middle sections in the main - and so now they set the rules.
• Auctions are no longer the exclusive domain of the very rich. Massive growth
expected at lower and middle section. The industry capitalizes on increased
access & supply.
• Lower hammer prices on average, however, the industry compensates with
more things to sell in the lower and mid segment via online distribution.
• Why buy at auction? Consumers list the following reasons - better prices (value
for money), unique items, quality, sustainability, excitement (of bidding at auction)
and investment value.
• Brand value has never been more important and is today crucial for the auction
industry. Inventory and brand are the industry’s greatest asset.
• Market access and brand trust are the key drivers for attracting new customers
• Think global, act local - The key to successful internationalization is to adapt
“locally’’ whilst sustaining a single global brand experience.
• Online auction buyers are more frequent buyers than those who buy at
traditional auctions.
• Half of those who have bought at auction have only done so online.
• More than half of Barnebys traffic is from millennials (18-34 year olds) comes via
mobile, yet many auctioneers’ websites are not mobile responsive.
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• The dominance of mobile traffic, particularly from younger age groups indicates
how mobile devices, smartphones in particular, will play an increasingly
important role in the buying process. As the phone is quite literally, always at
hand, it is the most intuitive device when it comes to searching and purchasing.
• The three most important factors to online bidders are ease of bidding,
transparency of information and reliable fulfillment (transport and delivery).
Navigation on site must be effortless and intuitive, as consumers are looking for
convenience above everything.
• Young people 18 to 35 are both frequent buyers and sellers (unlike previous
generations who tend to be collectors and then finally sellers). As such, the young
are more valuable clients across a lifetime.
• Growing Eco awareness among consumers. Sustainability trumps investment
when it comes to the reason why consumers buy at auction, especially for
younger buyers.
• Guilt free shopping - The environmentally green aspect of buying at auction,
recycling possessions, because it is not new manufacture, switch young buyers
on.
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The Revolution
continues. Welcome
to reality
Irving Penn
“Three Poppies, Arab Chief,
New York, 1969”
Low estimate: €107 000
Bukowskis

Our online spends are increasing, not just because of the quantity of what we buy online, but also because of the quality. Today,
almost all significant purchases we make begin with an online
search, even if we complete the transaction in person. So why
should buying art or antiques be any different?
When we launched Barnebys five years ago, everyone talked about the online
revolution of one of the world´s most conservative industries: auctions, art and
collectibles. Today, the industry is finally beginning to catch up with today’s reality.
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One thing is certain: while the first wave
of change may be over, the revolution
in the online art marketplace contin-

Time to offer
infinite access

ues and will only go from strength to
strength. The industry is at a turning

So what is this new and younger gen-

point: it has finally woken up to the fact

eration of buyers looking for? Value,

that it is consumers who now set the

quality, a sense of history and sustain-

rules.

ability – all traits inherent in the auction
industry. As people become accus-

Should auction houses be bricks and

tomed to buying at auction, their con-

mortar or online? Today that question

fidence grows and they are prepared

is redundant. It’s not a matter of either-

to spend larger sums. But it’s not just

or; it is about doing both. In this first

about what they buy; it’s also about the

market report, Barnebys demonstrates

thrill of the auction experience. We now

that digital is not a separate entity and

have the opportunity to shape the buy-

online is not isolated from the physical

ing habits of the next generation. The

experience.

challenge is to persuade young people setting up home for the first time to

Everyone’s invited
Not that long ago, the auction industry was viewed as a conservative market, dominated by a select number
of collectors and dealers, as well as
the world’s wealthiest. Sites such as
Barnebys have changed all that, opening a digital door to this exclusive world
for everyone. The TEFAF Report and
other renowned art market reviews
argue that the middle market has
weakened over recent years. Now, we

turn as easily to online auctions, dealers and galleries as they currently do to
their nearest IKEA. The result would be
no more mass-produced clone store
convention, but interiors and furnishings of a more personal nature, offering
better value, quality and sustainability.
It’s time for the market to get this message across effectively.

Branding equals
loyalty

predict that the influence of digital plat-

Auction houses have a rich history,

forms will lead to significant long-term

which they can use to underpin their

growth for the middle and lower ends

brand as they promote the quality of

of the market, which is the entry point

their goods and services and, in turn,

for novice auction-goers embarking on

connect with customers. Migrating this

a lifetime of buying at auction.

story online allows them to communi-
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cate those brand values to the mass

Our survey results, combined with

market, which is essential for establish-

analysis from our database, show

ing a connection and building a trusted

transportation as one of the three most

relationship with their consumers at an

important factors for buyers at auction.

early stage. Failure to make this con-

Fail to provide an effective and reliable

nection quickly risks the loss of poten-

service and you lose the buyer. The

tial future and repeat revenues, so auc-

point of delivery is also, potentially, the

tion houses must develop a strategy

only time an online buyer and auction

for attracting first-time bidders.

house meet. This creates a unique opportunity for the auction house to re-

The voice of the
consumer speaks
volumes
Consumers know what they want. The
question is: do industry players know
what that is? Successful businesses

inforce its brand values through excellent service and, consequently, retain
the loyalty of that customer.

Fifteen minutes of
fame or a lifetime
of value

today shape their operations around
consumer demand.

Traditionally, buyers have tended to
be furnishers and collectors who have

The first rule for encouraging buying

sold because of the four Ds: Debt, Di-

at auction is that it should be easy to

vorce, Death and Disaster. Now, be-

register and place a
bid. Navigating the site
must be effortless and
intuitive, as consumers
are looking for convenience above everything. The majority of
traffic to Barnebys’ site
is from tablet or mobile. A mobile-friendly
site is no longer an op-

haviour

Navigating the
site must be
effortless and
intuitive, as
consumers are
looking for
convenience
above everything

tional extra; it’s a must-

is

changing

and young people are
much more inclined to
buy and sell at auction
as a matter of course
throughout their collecting lifetime. This
increase in individual
activity

creates

the

potential for a lifelong
relationship

between

new clients and auc-

have. Clients expect a seamless buying

tion houses, with each customer’s life-

experience.

time value now rising significantly for
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auction houses, provided they build

causes to the environment. By buy-

strong brands and relationship with

ing at auction, consumers are making

their clients.

choices that indicate that they are environmentally aware.

This growth in individual potential
means that it has never been more critical to have a strong brand and relationship with the buyer. It is increasingly vital to have more points of contact,

Transparency
increases the desire
to buy

“touchpoints” to meet future customers
and reinforce your brand values. There

Confidentiality and anonymity have

is a saying that every sale should also

long been seen as attractive features

be a potential future consignment, but

of the auction process for buyers and

every piece for sale
also has the opportunity to become a viral
campaign as soon as it
is shared on social media or e-mail. Online
marketing,

previews

and social media play
a vital role in promot-

sellers, the somewhat

Sustainability
trumps investment
when it comes to
the reason why
consumers buy at
auction, especially
for younger buyers

ing an auction.

mysterious
left

largely

process
unex-

plained for the benefit of the elite who
knew how to navigate
its rules. Now, though,
transparency is the key
to growth as it breeds
trust among the public.

The new generation of buyers and sell-

Invest in tomorrow,
now
Sustainability is more important to the
buyer now than ever – they want to
consume guilt-free, so the quality and
durability of what they buy are vital.
Sustainability trumps investment when
it comes to the reason why consumers
buy at auction, especially for younger
buyers our researches discovered.
Consumers are increasingly aware of
the damage that their consumption

ers expect all information to be easily
at their disposal, without any barriers.
Withholding information, such as final
prices, foments distrust and alienates
users, and the industry is the poorer for
it. Clarity and openness also extends to
the online presentation of objects. Birmingham-based Fellow’s, established
in 1876, offers full condition reports and
360-degree images of each lot, just as
fashion retailers now present videos of
garments on the catwalk.
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Barnebys’ first Online Auction Report focuses on our five primary markets; USA, UK, France, Germany and Sweden. A section
has been dedicated to the younger generation (18-35) of auction
buyers who grew up with digitalization, the new generation of
auction buyers.
We have created this report using: Barnebys’ price data from 1.7 million lots sold in
22 countries during 2015, traffic data to the site in Q4 2015, and a survey conducted
in February 2016, using web-panels with a total of 1407 respondents aged 18-75
from our five primary markets.

Fig. 1: Auction buyers and sellers in each of the surveyed markets and internet
accessibility
Auction penetration

United States

United Kingdom France

Germany

Sweden

Public buyers

38%

24%

11%

23%

37%

Public sellers

13%

21%

21%

9%

13%

Online buyers

50%

48%

29%

63%

48%

Online sellers

26%

37%

16%

42%

29%

Internet penetration

89%

93%

83%

88%

93%

Note that online auctions can be perceived differently depending on who answered the survey. For example, sites like Ebay and others might be in mind when participating respondents have stated their answers.

Table showing the share of respondents having bought and sold at auction in each surveyed country, as well as
the level of internet penetration (the portion of each country’s population with access to the internet) according to
internet live stats.
The number of survey respondents are limited, however, the results indicate behavior among internet users from each market. The purpose of
the report is to show how the online context changes consumer behavior and attitudes towards the auction format.

Pontus Silfverstolpe
Founder & Head of Content
Barnebys
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The auction market was once exclusive to a select, privileged
few. Then came the online revolution, and the whole industry
was shaken up. Digitalization and development of new business
models, have changed the notion of luxury and made the world
of art and antiques available to all.
Fig. 2 Distribution of sales volume and value in auctions 2015
■ Volume

■ Value

39%
34%
27%
22%

11%

9%
0,2%
Less than
€100

1%
€100-500

1%
€500-1k

10%
3%

€1k-5k

2% 2%

2%

€5k-10k

4%

€10k-25k

1%

4%

€25k-50k

5%
1%
€50k-100k

9%

8%

5%
0,3%
€100k-200k

0,3%
€200k-500k

0,1%
€500k-1,000k

0,05%
€1,000k2,000k

0,05%
€2,000k10,000k

0,01%
More than
€10,000k

Based on Barnebys’ price data.

A revolution 300 years in the making
Sales in the auction market are concentrated with the US, China and UK repre1

senting 85% of the total value . According to the TEFAF Art Market Report, in 2015
the auction market had an estimated turnover of $29.9 billion. The bulk of the
volume is in the lower tiers, as our price data shows, while the value of the market
is concentrated in a finite volume of top-tier objects and a small number of trans1

TEFAF, Art Market Report 2016
Barnebys Online Auction Report

actions account for most of the value (fig. 2). 27% of the value of items sold is accounted for by just 0.01% of the volume. And 39% of all items sold account for just
0.2% of the value. The greatest correlation between values and volumes is in the
€5000-10,000 bracket. Value starts to outperform volume at around €10,000, so
this is the online auction sweetspot that auction houses should target for growth.

Take part of the digital momentum
Online accounts for the major share of new buyers at auction, who are acquiring
large volumes of lower priced items. The majority of large sums are still made
at traditional auctions, but as online buying matures, it also accounts for higher
prices. According to TEFAF, Christie’s reported online sales grew by 11% in 2015,
showing that online can perform well at the more expensive end of the market.
As traditional auction houses gain online momentum, other formats such as aggregators and online-only players are growing rapidly thanks to their success in
reaching new groups of customers through innovative, consumer-friendly online

Fig. 3 Bought or sold at auction
■ Online

■ Traditional

47%

30%
27%
16%

Bought

Sold

Bought

Survey respondents
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portals. 47% of those responding to our survey have bought at online auction, with
only 27% having bought at a traditional auction (fig. 3). Half of the total auction buyers have bought exclusively at online auction, with almost two fifths having bought
in both channels, showing how online has expanded market reach and made auctions available to everyone (fig. 4). Online auction buyers are more frequent buyers
than those who buy at traditional auctions.

Fig. 4 Distribution of auction buyers by channel
■ Online only ■ Online & traditional ■ Traditional only

11%
51%

38%

Survey respondents having bought at auction
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Fig. 5 Auction buying and selling
■ Online

■ Traditional auction
67%

48%

25%

22%
18%

5%

Yes, only bought

9%

7%

Yes, only sold

Yes, bought
and sold

No, never bought
or sold anything

Survey respondents having bought, sold or bought and sold at auction

Mobile is a must
According to statista.com, more than 1.4 billion smartphones sold globally in 2015.
The average person is mobile savvy and expects the same experience no matter what channel they are using, especially as these days many buyers tend to be
shorter on time than money. As they are constantly connected via their smartphones, it is a key tool for online browsing and taking the first step towards making
a purchase decision. A major challenge for the auction industry is that the infrastructure is still poor. More than half of the traffic to our site is from a mobile device
or tablet (fig. 6), with a high percentage of the younger age group (18-34), using a
mobile device. Although just 12% cite ability to use mobile as important for online
auctions, Barnebys’ Q4 2015 traffic data shows 53% of millennials use mobile to

Barnebys Online Auction Report

gain access to the site. This compares to an overall rating of 37% for mobile traffic. Under the market spotlights section, we will take a closer look at the growing
importance of mobile units when shopping online, and how mature this behaviour
is in each market.

Fig. 6 Traffic by device
■ Desktop

■ Mobile

■ Tablet

16%

48%
37%

Barnebys site, Q4 2015
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Extending the portfolio
Some objects are better suited for online as they are easier to ship or do not require as rigorous a physical examination in person by the potential bidder. Furniture and interior decor tend to sell at traditional auctions, whilst collectibles are
popular amongst online buyers. Interesting to note is the large share of online
buyers stating they usually buy in “other” categories (fig. 7). Online buyers have
the opportunity to browse a variety of auctions and not just one single sale at
the same time, as would be the case if they visited an auction house in person.
This fact has transformed dealers’ and collectors’ lives. Many online retailers make
large shares of their revenue from long tail products – rarer items generally in less
demand – as buyers typically are willing to pay a premium for these objects that
are difficult to source in regular stores.
Fig. 7 What do you usually buy at auction?
■ Online auction

■ Traditional auction

Interior decor / furniture / design

28%

58%

Fashion and vintage

31%

Art and sculptures

16%

Jewelry and watches

28%

Procelain, ceramics, arts and crafts

16%

Rugs and textiles

11% 19%

Weapons and militia

14%

Wine and spirits

9% 17%

Collectibles such as stamps
coins and toys

45%

Other

35%

28%
32%
33%
22%

17%

Respondants who have bought at auction
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Guilt-free shopping
As the world’s natural resources get scarcer, sustainability becomes increasingly
important. Our survey shows that auction buyers value sustainability more than
investment potential (fig. 8). At auction, consumers find well-crafted pieces, rich in
heritage, a world away from the offerings of high street chains and mass production. Items bought at auction are less likely to deteriorate in value, making them a
solid, sustainable investment leaving a far lower carbon footprint. This creates an
increasingly attractive way for people to keep updating the style in their homes by
recycling their possessions through the auction process. Auction houses should
make more of this, especially when it comes to lower-priced items that normally
form part of the throwaway economy but can easily be recycled in this manner.
Buying at auction is exciting, and a guilt-free way of shopping without contributing
to the wear and tear of mass consumption.
Fig. 8 What are the benefits to buying at auction rather than from retail?

65%

42%

29%
21%
11%

Better prices

Unique items

Quality

Investment

Survey respondents that have bought at auction
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13%

Sustainability

Excitement

Dust it off!
Reviving and recycling
your unwanted items
Online auctions bring new life and value to redundant and unappreciated objects that were previously difficult to sell at local
auctions. Online, with its global reach, has the power to revive
and recycle possessions in a way that traditional routes to market
have not been able to offer. The more commonly traded, such as
furniture, also benefit from the increased target market, and have
seen a large growth in volumes especially in the lower price segments.
As previously stated, the online route suits some categories more than others
thanks to inherent characteristics such as size, fragility, value and overall attractiveness. This phenomenon is illustrated in the analysis that follows. Based on
Barnebys’ price data, we take a look at the development in online auctions of Furniture & Lighting followed by Collectibles & Toys.

Furniture & Lighting
As our research shows, twice as many people buy furniture and lighting at traditional auctions as online at auction. (fig. 7). Lower priced items in large volumes
now make up a growing part of the industry, attracting new buyers and sellers.
Looking at our price data, as shown in fig. 9, the average hammer price increased
until the financial crisis hit in 2008. With the exception of the 2010 high, the average
price has since fallen. In 2011, digitalization started to make a real impact as online
auctions gained ground. Since then, the rates of unsold goods have increased,
while the average hammer price has decreased, a natural effect of the growing
volumes at lower price levels. The increase in unsold rates, however, also indicate
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oversupply or a lack of confidence among buyers as sales move online. Those we
spoke with cited transportation issues, perceived risk, and a lack of transparency
as preventing them from bidding. Better fulfilment here would seem the key to
growing the market for this category, which is often difficult to transport, providing
flexible and on point delivery solutions is a way of making the decision to place a
bid an easier one to make.
Fig. 9 Average hammer price and unsold rate, Furniture & Lighting

4,987 €

■ Unsold rate

16%
13%

2003

2004

13%

9%

999 €

7%

10%
1,652 €

10%

11%
1,614 €

2,076 €

11%

14%

1,267 €

2,134 €

2,294 €

14%

17%

2,121 €

3,378 €

3,579 €

18%

3,576 €

4,997 €

■ Average hammer price

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Based on Barnebys price data

Collectibles & Toys
The following category shows a different development. Collectibles & toys are
almost 30% more popular among online buyers than traditional ones (fig. 7). While
furniture & lighting shows a clear drop in average sales price, the collectibles &
toys sector has maintained - even strengthened - its value, with the unsold rate
falling. The increased reach and accessibility to collectors that the online auction
format brings as it attracts global demand, especially for rarer items, is a real boost
to this category. The more potential buyers for each item, the likelier is it that the
price will rise.
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Fig. 10 Average hammer price and unsold rate, Collectibles & Toys
■ Unsold rate
2,057 €

■ Average hammer price
45%
39%

29%

2003

2004

2005

2006

2008

2009

2010

Based on Barnebys price data
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933 €

18%
557 €

850 €

667 €

580 €

19%
594 €

707 €
2007

24%

2011

16%

2012

863 €

24%

24%

465 €

444 €

621 €

396 €

24%

14%

2013

13%

2014

15%

2015

Keep in touch at
every touchpoint
Every interaction between the auction house and the prospective
bidder influences bidding choice. These touchpoints range from
offering a user-friendly online experience to providing sufficient
information and reliable delivery. Our research (fig. 11) shows the
three most important factors for buyers at auction are easy bidding, transparency and transportation.
Fig. 11 What is most important when buying at auction?

Opportunity to see the object before purchasing

35%

Physical location

24%

Good shipping options

41%

Easy to place a bid

62%

Transparency and reliability

43%

Ability to use mobile site/app

12%

Right to cancel the purchase

20%

Knowledge about the auction house

22%

Survey respondents having bought at auction
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Decreasing friction increases conversion
Navigating auction websites must be effortless and intuitive – 62% of survey respondents told us the most important factor when buying at auction is that it
should be easy to place a bid (fig. 11). This is further borne out by our online data.
Convenience is key for consumers. A tedious registration process or lack of clarity
over terms and conditions can turn users off, leading to fewer bidders, lower hammer prices and more unsold lots.
Fig. 12 Willingness to buy or sell at auction
57%
49%

Would consider
buying in the future

Would consider
selling in the future

Respondents who have not yet bought or sold at auction

Gain loyalty through transparency
Almost two thirds of buyers (65%) are not concerned with physically viewing the
object before buying at auction. To lower the barriers for the remaining third, for
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whom seeing the item in person is important, transparency is key. A major advantage of online channels is the opportunity to provide the customer with extensive information about the item through images, related content and video. Being
transparent builds trust and sets an auction house apart from its competitors; providing expert knowledge and detailed condition reports will result in more online
bidders confident that they are not making a risky purchase. CEO at leading Scandinavian auction house Bukowskis, Anna-Karin Laurell, says “Increased access
does not necessarily mean decreased exclusivity, which some may have anticipated. Conversely, transparency and function increases credibility. Through our
new website we have also reached new target markets we previously believed
were very hard to reach; the youngest between 18-25.”
A strong brand serves as a guarantee that the object meets a certain standard.
As propsective bidders cannot handle items offered online, brands are essential
when consumers are making buying decisions. Well known brands breed confidence more easily online, which makes it essential for auction houses to build a
strong brand identity in all channels.

Walk the last mile
Because their customers can be anywhere in the world, transportation and delivery is a major challenge for online retailers. The uniqueness, fragility and size of
many auction items can further complicate transportation, making it a key issue.
It’s quite simple: if bidders think you can’t deliver their purchases safely and reliably, they won’t bid. This is why transportation is one of the three priorities cited
by auction buyers in our survey (fig. 11). Almost half (49%) would be put off bidding
in future if reliable and affordable delivery was a problem. Consumers expect flexible and fast deliveries at a reasonable cost. Knowing your customers is crucial,
as their preference over which form of delivery suits them best can vary across
different markets. According to HUI Research, the Swedish institute for retail and
tourism, knowing precisely when the delivery will take place is far more important
than the speed of delivery. In many cases, the delivery is the last – and sometimes
only – physical touchpoint between auction house and buyer. This face-to-face
‘moment of truth’ is a brand opportunity that can either build or greatly damage
the relationship between the auction house and client.
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Generation Y
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Millennials, those born between the early 1980s and around
2000, were raised in the digital era. It is no secret that this group,
here represented by 18-34 year olds, has the most potential to
change its buying habits to online auction bidding.
Fig. 13 Auction buying and selling
■ Online auction

■ Public auction
61%

35%

33%

27%
19%
12%
6%

Yes, only bought

8%

Yes, only sold

Yes, bought
and sold

No, never bought
or sold anything

Survey respondents, millennials

Generation next
Historically, the auction industry has not been successful at attracting younger
buyers. Now, technology and new auction formats have led to a surge of online
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buyers. Our research shows that auction activity is now higher among millennials,
especially online, than the norm. Two thirds of millennials have bought at online
auction (fig. 13), compared to slightly below half of all respondents (fig. 3). 41% of
millennials have sold at an online auction, while 63% of those who have not are
open to doing so in the future. This reflects millennials’ greater confidence in online transactions, with 37% stating they have also bought at auction from outside
their own country.
Fig. 14 Traffic by age group and device
■ Desktop

■ Mobile

■ Tablet

7%
40%

53%

Barnebys site, Q4 2015, millennials (18-34)
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Fig. 15 Traffic by age group and device
■ Desktop

■ Mobile

■ Tablet

65+

62%

		

55-64

55%

45-54

50%

35-44

41%

46%

25-34

41%

51%

18-24

39%

Mean

48%

14%
23%

24%
22%

32%

18%
13%
8%

55%

6%
37%

15%

Barnebys site, Q4 2015
Milennials lead the way in terms of online and mobile shopping and browsing.
40% of traffic to Barnebys in the last quarter of 2015 came via desktop computers,
tablets made up 7% of traffic, while mobiles were millennials’ go-to device 53% of
the time (fig. 14).
Shaped by the collective trauma of the financial crisis in 2008, millennials are value-driven consumers. 48% believe they have more influence through their spend2

ing and consumption than by voting in political elections . To attract millennials,
auction houses must be confident in identifying trends and values that can reinforce their brand and core business. One such trend is sustainability. A higher
share of millennials (15%) say that sustainability and environmental aspects are a
key driver when opting to buy at auction rather than retail (fig. 16). As the ultimate
recycling business, auctions are not only sustainable and environmentally friendly,
but also give great value. Hence, buying at auction is not only a way of finding
unique items at better value and quality – but also a way for consumers to express their values and make an impact.

2

United Minds is a part of the Prime Group, a leading communication agency in Europe. Based in Stockholm,

Sweden, the group consists of more than 100 specialists in all aspects of marketing, corporate communications, public affairs, digital media, business intelligence, planning and strategic counseling. The group is
owned by Weber Shandwick.
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Fig. 16 What are the benefits to buying at auction rather than retail
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Add context to value
Auction houses need to embrace consumer trends and adapt their business models to rid themselves of their outdated image and appeal to today’s generation of
buyers. Millennials expect auction website content to engage them and inspire
their choices, through active social media and visual content such as blogs and
even video. A fulfilling buying experience is more likely to create a loyal customer
who will recommend the auction house. Word-of-mouth is still one of the most
powerful ways to increase clientele.

Earning trust through convenience
The most important factors when it comes to buying online at auction are the
ability to place a bid easily (59%) and reliable shipping (44%) (fig. 17). Since fewer
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Fig. 17 Important factors when buying at auction
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millennials own or have access to a car, solving the transportation issue is crucial.
Retailers are facing this issue head on. For example, Swedish furniture giant IKEA
have implemented pick-up points near city centres. Almost equally important as
convenient transportation is transparency and reliability (43%). Note how supermarket delivery services will now stipulate delivery times within a window of an
hour. This encourages far more people to use them. Likewise auction houses must
up their game and provide a functional and informative service to improve accessibility and credibility. In 2015, Swedish auction house Bukowskis made several
changes to meet consumer preference, such as accepting payments and part
payments via Klarna, one of the leading payment providers in Europe. By providing the same standards and options as online retailers, they have successfully
reached new clients - especially millennials.
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Market spotlights
Sweden

France

Germany

United States

United Kingdom

This section covers the individual markets that have been surveyed: US, UK, France, Germany, and Sweden. The share of buyers at online auctions largely mirrors the level of maturity in online
behaviour and how developed online auctions are in each market.
High shares of exclusively online buyers make a strong case for
the impact digitalization has had on the auction market. Collectively, more than half of auctions buyers have only bought online
at auction (fig. 19). Some markets have an even larger percentage of dual-channel buyers, indicating that the physical space
still has a part to play and that the interactive nature of online
browsing and bidding brings new buyers to auction, strengthening the relationship between the consumer and auctioneer. This
is a trend that we have already seen happen in the retail sector;
providing an omni channel is the future.
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As seen by fig. 20, mobile devices are gaining ground and becoming an essential
part of the process - especially among younger buyers. Preferences vary when
it comes to transportation, payment methods and whether to transact online or
in person. Different levels of online maturity affect the level of confidence and
expectations of the consumer. For the most part, the more people get used to
transacting online, the more they are likely to do so. Our market spotlights show
that the key to successful internationalization is to adapt “locally’’ whilst sustaining
a single global brand experience. The mantra is: Think global, act local.
Fig. 18 Auction buying, by market
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Fig. 19 Auction buying, by channel
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Fig. 20 Mobile commerce spending as percentage of total ecommerce
spending in 2015, by device
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United States
Where consumers shape
the industry
Its sheer size, coupled with the willingness of users to adapt and
the potential for further growth, makes the US market the most
attractive in the world for e-commerce. The US has the largest
auction market, with sales estimated to account for 40% of the
3
global total . A large auction market and American consumers’
highly developed online behaviour means great possibilities for
the online auction format.
According to our research, 50% of Americans have either bought, or bought and
sold at an online auction, compared to 38% who have done the same at a traditional auction (fig. 19). The use of online and offline channels combined accounts
for 52% of users’ behaviour. What shows real development in the online market is that 34% have bid entirely online. A closer look
at US millennials’ buying habits shows a strong interest
in the auction format, especially in the online channel, as 78% have bought at an online auction
whilst 55% have bought at a traditional auction.
This is probably due to the success of new
online formats meeting the needs and expectations of younger consumers, as well
as millennials’ greater confidence, and habit
of, shopping online. The convenience of online shopping is clear in a country as vast as
the US. The digital format gives consumers
access to auction companies across the
country and even globally. As online shopping is already common practice in the
US, this is where auction companies need
to be to compete with the first hand market.
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As convenience is key to attracting customers, finding ways to provide a smooth
customer journey while maintaining an inherent brand experience is essential to
building and maintaining excellent customer relations.
Fig. 21 Traffic by age group
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Auctions are going, going, gone mobile
As much as 66% of traffic to Barnebys’ US site for the period was from mobile and
tablet, with 74% of the youngest group of users using this form of access (fig. 21).
Mobile accounts for 57% of traffic compared to 37% for the combined markets.
This dominance of mobile traffic, particularly from younger age groups, indicates
how mobile devices, smartphones in particular, will play an increasingly important
role in the buying process. As the phone is, quite literally, always at hand, it is the
most intuitive device when it comes to searching and purchasing. According to
statista, 26.8% of ecommerce is from mobile units, with 14.2% from smartphones
and 12.6% via tablet (fig. 19). Furthermore, 91% of US millennials report making a
purchase on their smartphones monthly. Auction companies need to accept bids
in real time via mobile units or face missing out on potential revenue.
3
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Fig. 22 What are the benefits of buying at auction rather than from retail
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Fig. 23 Distribution of volume and value, US auction market 2015
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US auction buyers want value for money,
and are willing to pay for it.
As seen in fig. 22, the main reasons US buyers buy at auction instead of from retail
stores are better value (64%), uniqueness (57%), excitement (32%) and quality (24%).
US consumers are also more inclined to buy for investment purposes (15%) than
the average (11%). Sustainability is not a major concern of the American market,
accounting for only 7% of those surveyed. The majority of consumers state that
they are most likely to buy home decor at traditional auctions, followed by collectibles, jewellery and watches. The majority of online consumers are most likely
to buy collectibles, followed by other unconventional categories and vintage fashion. That collectibles and other categories are the most commonly bought online
speaks to the fact that the digital channel opens up a market for objects that may
have been more difficult to sell in traditional auctions. This means an opportunity
for auction houses to expand their offer by taking in new types of items and cater
to a larger market with customers willing to pay a premium for a specific item.
Fig. 24 Important factors when buying at auction
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As fig. 23 shows, US online sales are more concentrated in the lowest price ranges,
below €5000. At the same time, these lower price ranges represent only a tiny
fraction (3.6%) of the total market value, since the high end of the market, although
small in volume, accounts for such strong values (just 1% of market volume accounts for 86% of the value). Chicago-based auction house Leslie Hindman reports that the number of lots sold via its online platforms has increased exponentially over the past decade, with 57% of total auction revenue in 2015 coming from
successful internet bidders versus floor or telephone bidders.

“While our firm currently sees hundreds of new online bidders registering for each sale, existing bidders continue to
migrate to online bidding platforms and become comfortable buying lots online at increasingly high price points”
Leslie Hindman
Leslie Hindman Auctioneers
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United Kingdom
No. 1 market in Europe for
auctions and ecommerce
The UK e-commerce market is ranked as the most attractive in
Europe, and third globally behind the US and China 4 . British consumers are highly confident in their online behaviour and spend
almost twice as much per year as French consumers, with UK
consumers average yearly spending at €1,028 and French at
€539 per person .5 Demanding consumers have pushed the development of e-commerce, making the UK market a frontrunner
in creating platforms for online retail. The average yearly online
spending per person is by far the highest in Europe, placing the
UK in top position in Europe’s e-commerce market.
This large e-commerce market is also reflected in auction sales, with UK the third
6

largest auction market, after the US and China, accounting for 19% . 53% of UK
consumers have bought at auction, which is just below the surveyed market average. The share of online buyers is almost half of the respondents (48%), twice that
of respondents cited as having bought in traditional auction (24%) (fig. 18). Looking
at the share of total auction buyers, 91% have bought online, with slightly more than half of all buyers having
only bought at online auctions (fig. 19). Among
British millennials, 59% have bought at an
online auction, whilst 30% have bought at
a traditional auction. Millennials are keen
auction-goers in the UK, with a strong interest in online buying. The higher figures
for young buyers at both online and traditional auctions indicate that online channels serve as a way of introducing new buyers to traditional auction buying.
4

TEFAF, Art Market Report 2016

5

Ecommerce in Europe 2015, PostNord

6
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The market lies in the hands of the
consumer, literally
The UK is a frontrunner in developing digital behaviour in Europe. At present, traffic
to Barnebys is still predominantly desktop, but younger consumers are creating a
surge in mobile traffic, with 53% using a mobile or tablet, compared to 47% using
a desktop computer (fig. 26). Mobile already dominates in the US and we predict
that the UK will follow suit. It is merely a matter of time before mobile becomes the
device of choice for the majority of consumers searching and buying at auction.
Auction houses need to become properly mobile-responsive or risk losing business. According to statista, UK consumers shop from mobile units even more than
American counterparts, with mobile commerce representing 28.6% of total ecommerce in 2015 (fig. 20). 16.5% was from smartphone and 12.1% from tablet.
Our research shows that value for money is the key factor in choosing to buy at
auction for 72% of UK buyers. As seen by fig. 27, like the US market, the bulk of
value is concentrated in a tiny volume above the €100,000 threshold (just 1.01%
of total volume accounts for 80% of the market’s value). The largest concentration
of sales – 32% by volume – takes place at prices of €100-500. The UK sells more
items in this lower price bracket than any other European country, leading the way
in democratising the auction market and appealing to a younger audience.

Get up to speed, or get left behind
British consumers have reached a higher level of maturity in their online behaviour,
providing great opportunities for auction houses to expand their consumer base
and offer. This means that British consumers are more willing to buy a wider range
of objects and at higher price points. They are accustomed to a sophisticated retail experience and expect high levels of service when it comes to availability, user
experience, transportation and transparency. The failure of auctions to catch up
with this expectation so far has created a gap in the market. For instance, many
auction houses still don’t provide easy-to-navigate online catalogues and have
websites built around the traditional structure of their business rather than intuitive user experience. The gap between highly mature British online consumers
and some auction houses’ under-developed online offer prevents the latter from
establishing relationships with new buyers.
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Fig. 25 What are the benefits of buying at auction rather than from retail
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Fig. 26 Traffic by age group
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“We invest heavily in our online auction presence – why?
Because for many of our global clients the online auction
room is the only method available for them to participate.”
Richard West
Baldwin´s
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Fig. 27 Distribution of volume and value, UK auction market 2015
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Fig. 28 Important factors when buying at auction
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France
Large market with great
potential
Due to its large size and high growth potential, the French market is ranked as the 6th most attractive for e-commerce. With
its 5% global share, France is the fourth largest market for auctions - although far smaller than the top three markets, which
account for 85% of the market value. Compared to other markets in our survey, France shows significantly lower levels of auction buying penetration. Only 11% of consumers have bought at
traditional auction whilst 29% have bought at an online auction.
3% are purely traditional auction buyers, 20% exclusively online
buyers and 8% have made purchases in both channels (fig. 18).
86% of buyers have bought online, while 36% have bought at a
traditional auction. French buyers also have the highest rates of
cross border trading, with 49% having bought something online from
another country. The low levels
of auction buying and high cross
border trading illustrate there is a
gap between demand and market development. The French
auction market is yet to be democratized, which means there is
great potential for auction houses
to grasp the opportunity of going
online and meeting a whole new
group of consumers, both locally
and globally.
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Young appeal
The French market has yet to reach the levels of buyers that the other markets
have reached, indicating that relatively few people are used to buying at auction.
However, things are changing, with millennials keener to buy at auction than the
wider population, as 37% have bought, or bought and sold online and 13% at a traditional auction. Although mobile traffic makes up almost half of some age groups’
traffic, the mean is 23% (fig. 30), half of the US’s figure. This may well be in part because the auction houses themselves have not yet caught up, with many not offering mobile versions of their websites, while others still do not have websites at all.
This share will probably expand as internet penetration and mobile usage grows,
especially in younger age groups. Auction house Aguttes began online bidding in
the late 1990s, enabling buyers to browse and bid online. In 2008, they created an
online sale platform that allows them to organise 20 to 30 sales per year and to
offer different specialist sales for new generations of buyers.

An acquired taste
Quality and investment potential are more important factors in France than other
markets, while competitive pricing is less so (fig. 29). As our price data shows, most
of the volume is in the lower price segments (fig. 32). The value, however, is more
evenly distributed than in the UK and US markets, as France has a lower share of
the market for blue chip items. Instead, the majority of value is in the middle market segments.

Transparency over function
In other markets, buyers are mostly concerned with easy bidding systems, French
auction buyers value transparency and reliability above all else. They also care
greatly about being able so see the object physically before bidding, as well as
having knowledge about the auction house (fig. 31). This means that the physical
space of the saleroom will continue to play a major role and that auction houses
must focus on transparency, branding and the personal experience of the bidder. The strong desire to physically inspect the item is related to the inexperience
of online auctions, on the buyers’ side, making them unsure about bidding, and
the lack of sufficient information and service on the auction houses part. Auction
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buyers perceive there is risk involved with bidding on items unseen, and need to
be reassured through means such as high quality visuals, extensive information,
certificates or guarantees.
There is clearly a growing interest in auctions, as 30% of those who have not yet
done so state that they are interested in buying at an online auction. The main barriers to buying (in order of importance) are: lack of knowledge, risk associated with
buying, perception that prices are high and transportation. French auction houses
need to work on educating consumers about buying at auction to attract new
customers. Being familiar with the auction house is important to French buyers, so
building and maintaining a strong brand is crucial.
Fig. 29 What are the benefits of buying at auction rather than from retail
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Fig. 30 Traffic by age group
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Fig. 31 Important factors when buying at auction
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Fig. 32 Distribution of volume and value, French auction market 2015
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“With our digital strategy, we are hoping to attract more
than 1.5 million visitors to our website in 2016. Furthermore, our social media presence gives us real visibility
among international buyers.”
Charlotte Reynier Aguttes
General Manager, Aguttes
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Germany
Large market with strong
growth ahead
The German e-commerce market is ranked as the second most
attractive in Europe. Surpassed only by the UK, it is less mature
and thus has more potential to become even more attractive than
the more mature UK market. German sales account for 2% of the
total global auction market by value, placing it in fifth place after
7
the US, China, UK and France; a combined market share of 90% .
The distribution of volume and value is similar to the French market, with the larger share of volume in the lowest price segments
(fig. 35).
A quarter of the adult German population have bought, sold or bought and sold at
a traditional auction. Two thirds have bought online, while only a third of online auction buyers have also bought at a traditional auction (fig. 19). This means
that in Germany at least two
thirds of online buyers are
new to the auction market. It also points to an
online presence being hugely important
for auction houses if
they want to attract
new
of

buyers.

91%

traditional

auc-

tion buyers have also
bought at an online
auction (fig. 19).
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Frequent shoppers
Although the majority of German online traffic is desktop, it is clear that mobile is
taking the upper hand in the younger age groups (fig. 34). Auction houses need to
look at how retail businesses are using mobile to attract new customers, as this
will be essential in doing the same at auction. Creating a smooth bidding process
and being transparent is highly important to Germans, as is offering good shipping alternatives (fig. 36). German online buyers purchase more frequently than
the other markets surveyed, so engaging with them online is critical. More than
a third of online buyers state that they usually buy online at auction on a monthly
basis or more often, whereas only a quarter of traditional auction buyers buy at
the same rate.

Better value and greener
A study on behalf of Nordic postal company PostNord shows that, among European countries, German e-consumers place the least significance on the lowest price when deciding whether to buy from an online site (36%), making them
the least price-orientated of the markets surveyed. However, the German market
regard better value (70%) as a main factor for buying at auction (fig. 33), so it’s a
matter of value for money rather than getting things cheaply. German consumers
value the environmental aspects of buying at auction more than any of the other
markets, with 19% referring to sustainability as being a deciding factor for buying
at auction instead of from a conventional retail store (fig. 33). Environmental concern will only increase in importance. Auction companies have a strong competitive advantage as the market is more sustainable than mass production, creating
less of an environmental impact by recycling objects over and over again.
Fig. 33 What are the benefits of buying at auction rather than from retail
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Fig. 34 Traffic by device age group
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Fig. 35 Distribution of volume and value, German auction market 2015
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Fig. 36 Important factors when buying at auction
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Sweden
Small market, big ambitions
Despite its small market volume, high technology adaptation and
infrastructure puts Sweden in 12th place on the global ranking index for e-commerce. The maturity of Sweden’s technology infrastructure and user base shows how other, larger, markets might
develop as their adoption of advanced technology progresses.
Sweden has a relatively small market (less than 1% global share),
offering few top-end, blue-chip items. Sweden may be a small
market in size, but auction penetration is high, with 36% of Swedes
having bought at a traditional auction, 47% online, and 25% of
buyers have done so in both channels (fig. 19). 22% of buyers are
only active online, whilst 11% bid in-house. Online auctions appeal
strongly to younger consumers, as 61% are online auction buyers,
whilst 28% are traditional auction-goers. 52% of Swedish traffic
to Barnebys’ site is from mobile and tablet
devices, with 50% mobile traffic from millennials (fig. 38).
It is essential that auction houses make it
a priority not only to
be online but also
mobile responsive,
as it helps auction
companies to stay
relevant and establish relationships
with future strong
buyers at an early stage.
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Starting out low
As seen from the price data, large volumes and values are in the lower end segments, with almost 60% of volume at price levels below €100 (fig. 39). Due to the
large-scale investments in online platforms among auction houses, the Swedish
market has seen a boom in the lower price segments. This development could
serve as an example for houses in other markets to expand their customer base.
Swedish buyers look for affordable, unique items as well as the thrill of bidding
(fig. 37). Value for money is a strong incentive for buying at auction, confirming
the move towards larger volumes in the lower segments, but also, as consumer
confidence grows, higher priced items at better value. Like the Germans, Swedish consumers value sustainability more than quality or investment opportunity.
Swedes seem to be searching for value both in terms of cost and ethics, as well
as unique items and the excitement of the auction process. Scandinavia’s leading
auction house, Bukowskis, reports that its online sales increased by 22% in 2015,
which means it now brings in the majority of revenue. Bukowskis also predicts a
rise in yield (the average sales price) as consumers grow more accustomed to
buying at auction.

Right to regret - benefit or cost?
Consumers buying online at auction have, according to the Swedish Act on Distance Contracts and Off-Premises Contracts (2005:59), a right to withdraw from
their purchase within 14 days. The right to withdraw from any purchase applies if it
has been made remotely, in this case through the Internet. This does not apply to
traditional auctions where online bidding is also available. Some auction houses
have used this to show customers that buying online at auction is low risk, as you
have the opportunity to change your mind. By being transparent, auction houses
increase their reliability. Swedish consumers regard the right to cancel the purchase as the least important (8%) among the options available. Instead they place
great importance on easy bidding (65%), transparency (43%), physical inspection
(37%) and good shipping options (34%), see fig. 40. This indicates that clearly communicating the right to cancel the purchase within 14 days contributes to a positive view of transparency among auction houses. The option to withdraw from the
purchase makes it easier for the consumer to come to a buying decision.
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Fig. 37 What are the benefits of buying at auction rather than from retail
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Fig. 38 Traffic, by device age group
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Fig. 39 Distribution of volume and value, Swedish auction market 2015
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Based on Barnebys price data
Fig. 40 Important factors when buying at auction
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“There are probably some who are a bit afraid of coming
here to our classic venue. If we can meet them on the site
and get them interested it can naturally be the beginning
of new fruitful customer relationships.”
Anna Karin Laurell
CEO Bukowskis
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